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Abstract. We give a proof of Pesin entropy formula in a very general setting.

1. Introduction, formulation of the results
(1.1). The celebrated Pesin entropy formula asserts that when M is a compact
Riemannian manifold, when <f> e Diff1+E (M) and when fi is an absolutely continuous
(i.e. absolutely continuous with respect to the measure on M induced by the
Riemannian metric) invariant probability measure, then

M«)=( ( I xi(x))dp(x) (1.1)

when, as usual, x i (x) s • • • > ^dim M (x) denote all Lyapunov characteristic exponents
of <f> at x and ft(1(<^) the metric entropy of the system (M, /i, <f>).

The aim of this paper is to give a proof of formula (1.1) which remains valid if
one consider maps with singularities as defined in [6] as well as some class of
measures somewhat larger than the class of absolutely continuous measures (see
§ 1.3).

More precisely we prove only the estimation of the entropy through Lyapunov
characteristic exponents from below. Indeed, the estimation from above is com-
pletely independent and in the case of smooth maps of a smooth compact manifold
it holds for all invariant probability measures (see [17]). In the case of smooth
maps with singularities (see [6], [8], [23]) this estimation of entropy from above is
proved for a very large class of invariant probability measures in [8]. Let us note
that the classes of spaces M considered in [6], [7] and in [8] are not exactly the
same, but for the proof of the estimation from below, we need only the assumptions
from [6]. Thus we suppose that all assumptions from [6] are satisfied.

The fact that the Pesin entropy formula holds for the class of measures considered
here was well known to Pesin himself, although not clearly stated. Furthermore,
R. Mane [11] recently gave a very ingenious simple proof of the estimation of the
entropy from below in formula (1.1). As noted by A. Katok (University of Maryland,
USA), it seems that Mane's proof can also be extended to the more general
framework we are considering. Nevertheless, the original proof given in [13], whose
idea goes back to Ja. G. Sinai (see [21]) is also beautiful, natural and, if one admits
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only the Pesin theory of invariant manifolds, this proof is in fact rather simple. It
allows us also to identify the Pinsker algebra of the system, that is the a- algebra
of sets A such that the mean entropy h(<f>, yA) of the partition yA = {A, M\A} is
zero. The proof given here follows Pesin. One of our aims is to make it understand-
able by a large readership. Except for the knowledge of results stated in [6]
(propositions 1.1 and 3.3 below) and for elementary entropy theory (see [16]), this
paper is self contained. The notation used is the same as in [6] and is not explained
here. If the reader is interested only in C1+e diffeomorphisms of a compact manifold
M, he may, in what follows, put

Sla.y=Cla=N=M.

(1.2). The subset A<=M is defined in § 3 of [6]. For x e A,

0#t)E TxN,

let us denote by

the Lyapunov characteristic exponent of vector v.
We call A+ the following subset of A:

A+ = {JC e A;x+(x, v)>0 for some 0 # u e TxN}.

Let As-r-a = As>r n Cla (see §§ 3 and 4 of [6]), where 0 < a < 1, a = a (s, r), is so big
that all results of [6] are applicable. Let us denote also

A+r>a = A+ n As,r,a and P+ = \J Astr,«.
sal.ral

The local unstable manifold of <j> (i.e. the local stable manifold for <f>~1) passing
through x € P+ and constructed in [6] will be denoted here by Vioc(x). Let us denote

V(x)=
{x} for x elsewhere.

We call V(x) the global unstable manifold passing through x. Let us also note that
(j. (A+) = fj, (P+) and that P+ is <f> invariant.

Theorem 1.1 is proved in our framework exactly in the same way as in [14] or
in [18].

THEOREM 1.1. Let x, y eP+. Then the following are true:
(1.1.1) ify£V(x)thenV(x)nV(y)=0;
(1.1.2) if yeV(x) then V(x)= V(y);
(1.1.3) if AT(x) = dimiV-dim {veTxN, x+(x, u)<0} then V(x) is a K(x)

dimensional open submanifold of N which is generally not connected;
{\.\A)<S>(V{x))=V{<S>{x)Y,
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Estimation from below in Pesin 's entropy formula 205

where pvu) denotes the distance induced on the connected components of the sub-
manifold V(z) by the Riemannian metric on N.

Let us note that the proof of (1.1.5) is easy if derived from the estimates obtained
in the proof of theorem 6.1 from [6].

Let us remark also that the partition of N in global unstable manifolds can also
be defined (mod 0) as the classes of the following equivalence relation between the
points x and y

lim sup - log p (<J>~" (x), #-"(y)) < 0
n-»oo n

(see theorem 6.1. from [6] and the very definition of unstable manifolds). We will
call this partition the global unstable foliation and we will denote it by V.

(1.3). In what follows, we shall use the notions of measurable partitions and
conditional measures (see [16]).

Let £ be a measurable partition of M. For x eAf, we denote Q(x) the element
of the partition £ which contains the point x and {/*c£(x)}xeM the set of conditional
measures defined by fi on the elements {C((x)}xeM of the partition f. If /x is another
measurable partition, then £ =£M means that for /u, almost every x&M one has
C^ix)<=• Ce(x). By Ji we denote the cr-algebra of all measurable subsets of M.

The global unstable foliation defined in § 1.2 is generally not a measurable
partition. But we may consider the cr- algebra Mv consisting of the measurable
subsets of M which are the union of unstable manifolds (AeMv iff AeJi and
XBA implies V{x)<=A).

We shall also consider measures which are in some sense well disintegrated by
the global unstable foliation. For if W is a manifold imbedded in N, W inherits
from N a Riemannian structure and hence a Riemannian measure that we shall
call the induced measure on W. We denote /JLX the induced measure on V(x).
Definition 1. A measure /A on M will be called absolutely continuous with respect
to the global unstable foliation of <t> iff for any measurable partition £ of M such
that Q(x )c V(x) and /A X (Q(X))>0 for JU. almost every xeP+, the conditional
measures MQU) are absolutely continuous with respect to the induced measure fix.

This property could also be called quasi-invariance by the global unstable foliation
(think of the foliation by the orbits of a flow, for instance).

A short name ought to be Sinai measures. In fact Sinai did stress the im-
portance of that property in [21] and in a lot of examples, the existence of such
a measure is the key property for explaining 'stochastic' properties of the system
(see [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [13], [14], [19]). One is led to believe (see [20])
that measures absolutely continuous with respect to the unstable foliation play the
same role and have the same importance for multidimensional systems as absolutely
continuous invariant measures do in the theory of maps of an interval. The result
proved in this paper is the easiest step in that direction.

Let us now recall conditions (2.1) and (2.2) from [6] concerning the ^-invariant
measure /JL.
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Condition 2.1. There exist positive constants Ci and a such that for every
positive e,

Here A denotes the singular set of mapping $ and Ue its e neighbourhood.

Condition 2.2. JMlog+ ||d#x *|| dfx(x) < +oo where log+ x = max (log x, 0).
Let us note that when <& is a diffeomorphism of a smooth compact manifold

these conditions are automatically satisfied.

THEOREM 1.2. If the ^-invariant probability measure /u. satisfying conditions (2.1)
and (2.2) from [6] is absolutely continuous with respect to the global unstable foliation
of <&, then

f ( ) (1.2)
Pinsker cr-algebra of the system coincides (mod 0) with Mv (i.e. for any

subset A in the Pinsker a-algebra there is a B e Mv with

The above characterization of Pinsker cr-algebra was given by la. B. Pesin in [14].
Before proving theorem 1.2, we want to emphasize that you can exchange the

role of 4> and 4>"1 in all that is written here, thus replacing in every place unstable
by stable and vice versa. The characterization we give is more 'natural' because it
relates entropy and the coefficient of expansion of the volume.

If A is a linear operator between two Euclidean spaces of the same finite
dimension m, we denote AA" the ifc'th exterior power of A. Let us denote

With this notation, it follows from [17] (see also [8]) that \x almost everywhere

I *,(*)= lim-log 11(^)1 (1.3)
Xt(x)>0 n-»oo n

and

f ( I x,(*)W(x)=lim-f log\\(dQW\\dn(x).
•>M Vxi(x>>0 / n-»°o n JM

Thus, the Pesin entropy formula may be also written as follows:

. (1.4)= lim - f
We even conjecture that (1.4) or equivalently (1.2) is a characteristic property

•of Sinai measures, thus following the analogy with the one-dimensional case [9].

(1.4). The absolute continuity theorem proved for diffeomorphisms of compact
manifolds in [15] and for the mappings with singularities in [7] asserts that if t̂ is
an absolutely continuous measure on N, then (j. is absolutely continuous with
respect to both global unstable and global stable foliation of <&.
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Estimation from below in Pesin 's entropy formula 207

It is interesting to note that the measures which are absolutely continuous with
respect to global unstable (or stable) foliation of <J> but which are not absolutely
continuous occur very frequently in Anosov and related dynamical systems (see
[22] and [3]).

2. Preliminaries
(2.1). If H is a finite dimensional Euclidean space, we denote VolH the volume on
H. Let E and F be two Euclidean spaces of the same dimension, E\ <= E be a linear
subspace of E and A : £ - > F a linear mapping. Let us define

1 A k | VolEl(t/)

where U is an arbitrary open and bounded subset of Ex, F\ is an arbitrary linear
subspace of F of the same dimension as Ex and A(U) c F i . We also denote

Let X and Y be two Riemannian manifolds of the same finite dimension and
T: X -» Y be a Cl diffeomorphism. Riemannian measures (i.e. the measures induced
by the Riemannian metrics) on X and Y will be denoted vx and vY respectively.
We recall the change of variables formula.

PROPOSITION 2.1. IffeL1(Y, vY), then

\ (f°T)\detdT\dvx=\ fdvY.
JX JY

(2.2). Let (M, M, /a) be a measure space of finite measure and T: M -*M a measur-
able measure preserving map. We shall use the following well-known result.

PROPOSITION 2.2. Let g be a positive finite measurable function defined on M such
that

log" e Ll(M, /x), where log" a = min (log a, 0).
g

Then

lim — logg(T"x) = 0 ix almost everywhere, (2.1)

J log dfi = 0. (2.2)
M g

Proof. Let us first note that when log geL^M, fj.) (2.2) is immediate and (2.1)
follows from the Birkhoff ergodic theorem applied to the function

, g°T
log .

g
Let us also note that the Birkhoff ergodic theorem is still true when applied to

a function h,h=h+-h-, with l i+>0,/!_<0 and h-eL1(M, fj.), but in general the
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limit can be infinite. As

~g°T x
og g ,ix ,

this shows that the following limit exists ix almost everywhere

lim - £ log —— = lim - log ='.
« - ° ° n ;=o g ° T n-~con g

and moreover

e °T _\ Kdix = \
JM JMJM JM g

where both sides may be equal +00.
As

— log g -* 0 ix almost everywhere,
n

we have therefore

K = lim — log (g o T") /x almost everywhere.

On the other hand, we know, as 0 < g < 00 fx almost everywhere, that

- log ( g ° r - )
n

converges to 0 in measure, because T preserves the measure ix. Thus there is a
sequence n,^+oo such that

lim — log (g ° Tn') = 0 ix almost everywhere.

This implies K(x) = 0 ix almost everywhere and proves (2.1) and (2.2). •

Let Mi be some sub a-algebra of M. We will denote L2(M, M\, fx) the space of all
Mi measurable functions in L2(M,/x). If a is a measurable partition, we denote
Ma the a- algebra generated by a and call a function / a- measurable iff / is Ma

measurable.

(2.3). Let <t> be an invertible measurable and measure preserving map on a probabil-
ity space (Af, M, fx). We recall two results of entropy theory.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let a be a measurable partition of M such that a <<J>-1a. Then

Proof. Proposition 2.3 follows immediately from the very definition of entropy of
4)"1 (see [16, §7.1]). •

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let a be a measurable partition of Msuch that a < 3>-1a,

and that the partitions {<&"« }„ s z generate M. Then the Pinsker cr-algebra of the system
coincides (modO) with t\nezM^a.
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Proof. Proposition 2.4 is only a reformulation in terms of a- algebra of theorems
12.1 and 12.3 of [16]. •

(2.4). From now on 3>:Af -*M will be a map with singularities as in the statement
of the theorem we want to prove.

For x G N let us recall that TXN is the tangent space to N at the point x. For
x e A, TXN decomposes in

TXN = EU
X®E°X®EX

where E", E°x, and Es
x are linear subspaces corresponding respectively to positive,

zero and negative Lyapunov characteristic exponents of <fr at x. This decomposition
is invariant in the sense that

d<S>x(E
u
x) = Elix),d<l>x(E

o
x) = ElM and d<S>x(E

s
x) = E%M.

Let us note that for x e A+, E" is a non-trivial subspace of TXN.
Let us consider (see § 2.1)

PROPOSITION 2.5. log 3~ueLl(M, fx.) and

[ ( I *,(x)W(x)=f logr
i(x)dn(x). (2.3)

Proo/. The proof is based on the following fact implicitly contained in [12] but
explicitly in [17] (compare with (1.3)). If x e A then

g | ; | E - | . (2.4)
"-*°° n

From the Hadamard inequality we have

1 1

where m = dim N. Thus condition (2.2) from [6] and the <& invariance of the measure
H, implies that log &~" &Ll(M, n). Now (2.3) follows from (2.4) and the Birkhoff
ergodic theorem, because

iV(«i»l(x)). •
i=0

(2.5). Let us now formulate a classical remark due to E. Hopf (see [2, theorem
4.4]). We write down the proof here for the sake of completeness.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let Mi be the cr-algebra of the $ invariant subsets of M. Then

Proof. We shall prove an equivalent inclusion

L2{M, Ji!,fi)c: L2(M,
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We first consider a dense set F of continuous functions in L2{M,M, tx). By the
Birkhoff ergodic theorem, for any feF, the limit

/-(*)= lim- £/(#-'(*))
n-»°° H i = 0

exists on a set Mf, MfeMh /J. (Mf) = 1.
Let P be the orthogonal projection of L2(M, /J.) on L2(M,M[, /u). By the mean

ergodic theorem, / " represents Pf. The set of Pf where feF is dense in L2(M, Mh n).
But for any two points x, y eMf which are V equivalent, i.e. such that there exists
some zeP+ with x, y € V(z), we have by (1.1.5) limn^.0Op(cI>J", <J>y") = O and thus
/~{x)=f~(y). Therefore any function in {Pf;feF} is constant along the global
unstable manifolds restricted to Mf and so coincides (mod 0) with an Mv measurable
function. •

(2.6). Suppose now /x(P+) = 1. Using propositions 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 we shall prove
theorem 1.2 by constructing a measurable partition 17 of P+ such that

(2.5)
generate M (with respect to n)

and

T,|T7)=f log3-"0e)4*00- (2-6)

This will at once prove the estimation of entropy from below and hence formula
(1.2). The characterization of the Pinsker a- algebra comes by applying proposition
2.4 also to the partition 17.

Let us remark also that there is nothing to prove in theorem 1.2 if fi(P+) = 0.
The entropy of IJ. is zero (see [8]) and formula (1.2) is true. The Pinsker cr-algebra
is thus M and as V(x) = x (j. almost everywhere, Mv also coincides (mod 0) with M.

In general, when 0</x(P+)<l , theorem 1.2 follows clearly because /A can be
written as

with fii(P+) = 1 and fi.2(P
+) = 0.

This shows that to finish the proof we have only to construct a partition 17
satisfying (2.5) and (2.6) in the case when fi{P+) = 1, and this is what the rest of
the paper is devoted to.

3. Construction of the partition TJ
(3.1). In this section we construct a measurable partition satisfying (2.5) for which
we compute the entropy in § 4. More precisely we want to prove

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let n. be a ^-invariant probability measure such that fi (P+) = 1.
Then there exists a measurable partition 17 of N such that
(3.1.1) n^^-n;
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(3.1.2) for fx. almost every point x eN, Cv(x)<= V (x) contains a V{x) neighbourhood
of x and

(3.1.3) LJn$
nCv{<b~nx) = V(x) n almost everywhere and f\AU"v = Mv (mod 0);

(3.1.4) the partitions {<$>nii}nez generate M\
(3.1.5) for any Borel subset B ^Mthe function t^(x) = ntx(C,,(x)nB) is measurable

and ft almost everywhere finite.

Let us emphasize before proving proposition 3.1 that the absolute continuity of
the measure /x with respect to the global unstable foliation does not play any role
in this section.

We want also to point out one meaning of (3.1.3); we have already said that fi
being absolutely continuous with respect to the global unstable foliation means
that fx, is quasi-invariant for the equivalence relation V: x~y iff there exists z
such that x,ye V(z). In that framework, it follows easily from (3.1.3) that the
measured equivalence relation (M, IA;V) is hyperflnite.

The second property in (3.1.3) is a reformulation of the first one. Note that

Therefore

implies clearly that Mv <^M^n for all n and that any measurable set which is in
all Mv-n belongs to M v.

(3.2). We first prove a general lemma from measure theory (see also [9, lemma 3.1]).

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let ro>0 and v be a finite non-negative Borel measure on U,
concentrated on [0, r0], 0<a < 1. Then the Lebesgue measure of the set La,

is equal to r0.

Proof. Let us define

Let 'bad interval' denote an interval of length 2ak with its centre in a point of Na,k.
It is easy to see the Na_k can be covered by bad intervals Qfc, 1 < / < S{k), so that
any point meets at most two bad intervals. We have

S(k)p([0, r0]) s<fc>

and \Na,k\<2S(K)ak, where |W| denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set W. We
get \Naik\s4akk2 and therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, Lebesgue almost any
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point r belongs only to a finite number of Na,k and thus the series

I v([r-ak,r + ak])
k=0

converges. D

(3.3). Let us recall some fact from Pesin theory (see [6, §§ 6, 7]). Let B(x, r) denote
the closed ball in M with centre x and radius r. Let us define the distance pv:

, \pv(w)(x, y)iix, ye V(w) for some w eP+,
pv(x,y) = <

L + oo otherwise.

The distance pv(x,y) does not depend on the choice of the point w.

PROPOSITION 3.3. There exists an increasing sequence {A(}(al of closed subsets of
P+, fj. (P+\{Ji Aj) = 0 and positive numbers n, A,, Bi and Q such that

(3.3.1) for each ysAh B(y, 3rt)cN;
(3.3.2) for each xeA, there exists e(l), 0 < e ( / ) < l , such that for any

y<=A,nB(x,e(l)r),O<r<r,,

the local unstable manifold Vioc(y) is such that Vioc(y )nB(x,r) is connected;
(3.3.3) the map y-> V]oc(y) nB(x, rt) is continuous from B(x, e(l)ri)nAt into the

space of subsets ofB(x, n) (endowed with the Hausdorff topology);
(3.3.4) for each y e A/ Vloc(y) contains the closed ball of centre y and pv radius At

in V(y) and
(3.3.5) if z e Vioc(y), then for every n >0

(3.3.6) for any r, 0 < r < rh if two points z\ and z2 belong to

S(x,r)= U Vloc(y)nB(x,r)
yeA,nB(i.£(l)r)

and are not in the same local leaf V\oc(y) n B (x, r) for some y
belonging to A; nB(x, e(l)r), then pv(zi, z2)>2r.

This proposition follows from results (and from the proofs) of §§ 6 and 7 of [6],
if one takes as At the set (in the notation of [6])

U (Al,rnna,1/(nA+),
s,r = l

where a =a(s, r) (see § 1.2).

(3.4). We will now prove proposition 3.1 in a particular case. We choose / and
x e A( such that IM(S{X, r))>0 for all r, 0 < r < r ( . This is possible by choosing first
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/ such that / A ( A ( ) > 0 and then x in the support of the trace of the measure /u. on
A/. For any r, 0 < r < rh we consider the partition £r of M denned by all the sets

for y e A,nfl(i, e(l)r) and the set M\S(x, r). From (3.3.3) it follows clearly that £.
is a measurable partition of M.

We define rjr = V"=o <£>"&• The partition TJ of lemma 3.1 will be a partition Tjr for
some r, 0 < r s rh that we choose later. Let us define

Sr = U *"5(x, r).

We now prove properties (3.1.1)-(3.1.5) when /t(Sr) = 1.
(3.1.1) This property is clear from the definition of r/r.
(3.1.2) It is clear that for z eSr and for some n > 0 .

On the other hand, we claim that there exists a function £„ /3r a 0, such that
y € V{z), pv(y, z)<pr(z) implies y e C,r(z).

The proof of (3.1.2) consists in constructing such a /8r and then choosing r such
that (3, > 0 /x almost everywhere.

We define /3r only on Ui A(. For z € U/ A(, put

/(z) = inf{/';zeA,}

and

r(z) = inf \AIU),

Let us first prove our claim. LetzeLJiA;, y e V(z) andpv(y, z)</8r(z). We have
to check that for any n > 0

First we know by (3.3.4) as y e V(z) and pv(y, z)^Ai(z) that y € Vloc(z) and that
(3.3.5) applies. Therefore we have for any n > 0

Py , r)) (3.2)

and

Pv^"ny,^~nz)^Blu)e-nC<^Pv{y,z)^r. (3.3)

We have four cases to consider.
(i) If <!>-> and *~"z both belong to S(x, r), we have (3.1) by (3.3.6) and (3.3).
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(ii) If neither <&~"y nor <l>~"z belong to S(x, r), we have (3.1) by the definition of

(iii)-(iv) If <t> "y belongs to S(x, r) but not <1> "z, or vice versa, we should have

Pv(<S>~"y, S(x, r)) <pv(<J>~ny, <&-"z)

which would contradict (3.2).

Thus only (i) and (ii) occur, which proves the claim.
We will now choose r, 0 < r < r, such that /3r > 0 [/, almost everywhere. We will

even show that for Lebesgue almost every choice of r, 0 < r < rt @r > 0 /x almost
everywhere.

Let x eM. Let v be the finite non-negative measure on [0, r{\ defined by

and let p be an integer, p > 1. We get by proposition 3.2, applied to a = e~Cp, that
\KP\ = /•;, where

rb £ (i({y eM;\p(x, y)-r\<e~kC>}) <+00}.

As <I» preserves the measure /LA, we have also

fc»o

Note that from the uniformity of the Riemannian metric on B(x, n) (see proposi-
tion 3.3.1) there is a constant D > 0 such that

p{z,dB{x,rx))<T

implies

for ri and T such that 0 < T < ri < n-
Thus we have for r in /£p

J M
This implies by the Borel-Cantelli lemma that for /x almost every y there exist
only a finite number of k with

The set

is at most countable and for r in ( P l p a i ^ p ) ^ we have clearly /Sr>0 fi almost
everywhere. This completes the proof of (3.1.2).

Fix r e (H P a i KP)\?F and omit the subscript r in /3ra £, yr etc., except Sr.
(3.1.3). Firstly it is clear that for all n and z in Sr, ^"(^(^""z) are contained in

V(z).
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On the other hand, let y be in V(z). By (1.1.5) we have

\imn^pv(<i>-ny,<i>-nz) = 0.

The invariance of n implies
1 "

lim— S /3($ 'z)>0 fji almost everywhere
" n j = i

and hence there will be some n as large as we want such that

By the proof of (3.1.2), we have <J>~"y € Cv(<f>~"z). Therefore for any y e V(z)
there exists some n such that

y

(3.1.3) is proved.
(3.1.4). To show that the partitions {$"rj}n€z generate M, we will show that any

two different points y and z of a set of full measure in S, are separated by some
partition <l>~"i7, n > 1. Suppose y belongs to infinitely many <t>~"S(jc, r) and that

<J>~nCTj(z) = $>~nCIJ.{z) for all n.

<J>"z and O"y are infinitely often in the same local unstable manifold and by

(3.3.5)

pv{y,z)<2B,re-nC'.

Therefore pv(y, z) = 0 and they coincide.
(3.1.5) Let B be a Borel subset of M. By (3.3.3) the function

is measurable and finite on the set S(x, r), possibly not in the complement.
It follows clearly that the function

(y)nB)
V

i-0

is measurable and finite on the set U"=o &~'S(x, r), though possibly not on the
complement. Moreover/„ ^fn+i- Therefore

is measurable and finite /u. almost everywhere on 5r and this completes the proof
of proposition 3.1 on Sr.

(3.5). The proof of proposition 3.1 is completed if fi(Sr) = 1 and in particular if ft
is ergodic. If /u,(5r)< 1, let us remark that by proposition 2.6 any invariant set A
is a union of global unstable manifolds.

So if fi (A) < 1, let us consider for some / a point x in the support of the restriction
of the measure ^ to (M\A)nA(. If we take the trace on M\A of the partition
constructed in the same way as in § 3.4 starting from a small neighbourhood of x,
it clearly satisfies the properties (3.1.1)—(3.1.5) on a new invariant subset of M\A,
of positive measure.
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Therefore we can construct inductively a partition satisfying (3.1.1)—(3.1.5) almost
everywhere. As this will be done in a countable number of steps, all measurability
properties are preserved and we thus complete the proof of proposition 3.1. •

4. Computation of the entropy
(4.1). We have now only to prove (2.6), i.e.

= f \ogSTu{x)dti{x). (2.6)

Let us define the Borel measure v on M by

(4-D

for all Borel subsets K of M. By (3.1.5) v is a cr-finite measure on M.
Let us recall that by definition of the conditional measures {/u.cT,(y)}yeM we have

VL(K)=\ (4.2)

for all Borel subsets K of M. In future we will use the short form nc^y)(K) instead

As the measure (j. is absolutely continuous with respect to the global unstable
foliation (we now use this assumption for the first time) we have that p is absolutely
continuous with respect to v. We call g the Radon-Nikodym derivative dfi/dv;
g(r)>0 /Lt almost everywhere on M. The next result is a well-known measure
theoretic statement.

PROPOSITION 4.1. For fi almost every y e M

dfJLy

Hy almost everywhere on C^iy).
Proof. Let A e Mv, B e M be two arbitrary sets. As

gd»/= d/x,
lArsB JAr^B

from (4.1) and (4.2) one obtains that

f gdv=\ (f g(z)dfiy(z))dn{y)
JAr>B JA WflnC.(y) '

(4.3).

The measure space (M,M,fi) is separable as a Lebesgue space (see [16]). Let
\ c ^ b e a dense subset in M (with respect to the standard metric

Fix /, 1 < / < O O , and apply (4.3) to an arbitrary set A <=Jtv and to B =Bj. As A
is arbitrary, (4.3) implies that there exists a measurable subset Z, of M, n(Z,-) = 1
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such that for every y € Z, one has

This implies our assertion. •
We may therefore write for any Borel subset B of M

I g(z)diMy(z) = nc^wiB) (4.4)

H almost everywhere. In psrticular

f g(z)dfiv(z) = l (4.5)
JC^(y)

fi almost everywhere.

(4.2). We now compute the entropy. We denote

I(<i>~ Tj|T?)(y) = —log/Ac^

By (4.4) as Q , -^ (y )c Cv(y), we have

Using now that ^ ^ ( y ) = <&~1(CT)(<I>y)) and proposition 2.1, we have

f g(z)dny(z)=\ g(z)dlxy{z)
JC*-l^(y) Jo-'CCfOy)]

)
, /̂ (,<P Z)

The following proposition is the key point in our computation. We will prove it
in §4.3.

PROPOSITION 4.2. 77ie function

is r; measurable.
We have now

But by proposition 4.2, the function L is constant on fi almost all elements of the
partition 17. Therefore on Cn($y) we have L(z) = L(<t>y) for /u. almost every y.

Consequently by (4.5)

and finally

, , • (4 .6 )
g(y)
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Now /(4>~1TJ|T})>0 and by proposition 2.5 log/" e L ^ M , ^ ) . Consequently (4.6)
implies

log - &L\M,n).
g

But the entropy / / ( ^ ^ T J I T J ) is given by

and (2.6) follows immediately from (4.6) and from proposition 2.2.

(4.3). We give now the proof of proposition 4.2.
Let Z(y) denote the MQ,^ measurable function denned by

We shall write the family of conditional measures with respect to ^ ' T J in two ways.
Firstly as Q?~1T) > TJ, we can write for any Borel subset K of M

1 C .
=7(V> g(z) z). (4.7)

Secondly by invariance of n we also have for any Borel subset K of M

/*C*-i,(,) («") = MC(*y) (*(«"))• (4.8)

Therefore we get from (4.7) and (4.8) for any Borel subset K of M that

T,(*y)o*(K)
——- [ g(z)dixy(z)=\

= f g(z)
The last equality follows from proposition 2.1.

Consequently we get for JU. almost every y e M

for /xy almost every z in C^-i,, (y). Thus the function

is <I>~1T7 measurable and proves proposition 4.2. This achieves the proof of theorem
1.2. . •

(4.4). Let us finally point out that this last proposition 4.2 can be written as follows:

PROPOSITION 4.2 (bis). Let r\ be a measurable partition with the properties from
proposition 3.1. Then there exists a strictly positive, measurable function h such that
the function

is TJ measurable.
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This result was proved in a completely different way for Anosov systems by
A. N. Livsic and Ya. G. Sinai (see [10] and [3]). It turns out that it is true in a
much larger setting.

(4.5). After this paper was finished, F.L. proved that the conjecture formulated
after formula (1.4) is true in the case when no characteristic exponent is zero. A
proof will appear elsewhere (see [24]).
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